
 

 

 

 


Say Your Name by The Bossy E 
Lyrics and Music by Melissa Escobar 

The other vowels call me The Bossy E 
because I tell them  
what to do 
I make them say their names  
I make them say A, E, I, O, U 
 
I like to hide on the other side  
of another letter or two 
Then I jump on over  
and find that vowel to say,  
“Hey, You know what to do!” 
 
Chorus 

Say your name,  
Say your name 

Say A, E, I, O, U 
 

Say your name,  
Say your name 

Say A, E, I, O, U 

 
When I find ă, I make it say ā 
I turn at into ate 
 
If it’s ĕ, I make it say ē 
I turn pet into Pete 
 
When I find ĭ, I make it say ī 
I turn slim into slime 
 
When I find ŏ, I make it say ō 
I turn glob into globe 
 
If it’s ŭ, I make it say ū 
I turn cut into cute 



 

 

 

 


Say Your Name by The Bossy E 
Lyrics and Music by Melissa Escobar 

I jump on over and find that vowel  
to say, “Hey, You know what to do!” 
 
I jump on over and find that vowel  
to say, “Hey, You know what to do!” 
 
 
                               
                               _____________ 
                     
 
 
 
 
 
Chorus              Say your name,  

Say your name 
Say A, E, I, O, U 

 
Say your name,  
Say your name 

Say A, E, I, O, U 

I make ă say ā 
So you can spell game 
And ĕ say ē 
So you can spell athlete 
I make ĭ say ī 
So you can spell bike 
And ŏ I say ō 
So you can spell joke 
ŭ say ū 
So you can spell huge 
 
Being bossy, It’s just what I do 
I jump on over  
and find that vowel to say,  
“Hey, You know what to do!” 
 
Chorus 

a 
e 
i 
o 
u 




